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OUR CROWDFUNDING CAMPAIGN TO HATCH A
BETTER FUTURE IN CAMBODIA IS LIVE!!
DONATE NOW
If you donate TODAY you are invited to our Day 1 Donor Event with
world-class social business experts and like-minded people
passionate about deploying business for social change

The enthusiasm of our incredible farmers is electric, their
hard work and determination is the reason our Social
Business Chicken Farm is ready to scale to change
thousands of lives in Cambodia
Our farmers are a microcosm of a major issue confronting Cambodia. Despite
significant economic growth, food security is a serious concern with nearly a quarter
of the population food deprived (FAO). 32% of Cambodian children still experience
stunted growth and 45% of child deaths are due to malnutrition (UNICEF).
They are all former scavengers at the local dumpsite, where they risked their health
everyday as they struggled to earn enough money to feed their families with many
suffering from malnutrition and other major health issues - and now they manage our
Farm!
Our Social Business Chicken Farm is scaling to the next level where a Village
Grower Project will target the many determined, entrepreneurial families who are
determined to change their future permanently.
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BUT
We need THE PERFECT BLOCK OF LAND to establish the ‘layer farm’ to ensure
the farmers can access disease free, vaccinated chicks
Our Deputy Group CEO and CEO Australia Kat Dunn explains why we have to buy
this land NOW so we can drive social change in Cambodia, at this LINK

Help us secure our land so we can support 2,000 people to build
their own futures through economic inclusion by 2020, and many
thousands more over the long-term
Click HERE now to DONATE
and learn more about how, with your help, we will drive
structural change in Cambodia to secure nutrition & rural
incomes
Grameen Australia is an Australian not-for-profit organisation with Public Benevolent
Institution and DGR1 status, so donations are tax deductible to donors in Australia.
Visit our website at www.grameen.org.au for all the news and information on our
activities including Current Projects and Case Studies.

